At Precision CADCAM, we strive to provide high quality manufacturing of injection molds, tool and dies, short run, and high production parts.

With over 20 years experience in the manufacturing industry, we continuously implement the best technology and machining concepts in order that we may provide the industry with the best value, as well as the highest quality.

Precision Cadcam, Inc. is a certified Small Disadvantaged Business and a participant in the U.S. Small Business Administrations 8a Business Development Program. Additionally we are a certified 100% Minority Owned Business with the city of Indianapolis and the state of Indiana, and nationally through the NMSDC.
Precision CadCam, Incorporated is a manufacturing company that provides high quality design, programming, and machining throughout the mid-west to the plastic injection mold and the tool and die industry.

This business differentiates itself by providing the most up to date technology in 3D machining and by providing its customer with quality products in a minimal amount of time.

PRECISION CADCAM OFFERS:

- **HIGH QUALITY COMPUTER PROGRAMMING**
  (MASTERCAM AND WORKNC)
- **2D AND 3D MACHINING**
- **HIGH SPEED MILLING**
- **HARD MILLING**
- **SURFACE GRINDING**
- **PART DESIGN**
- **MOLD DESIGN**
- **JOB ESTIMATING**
- **HIGH SPEED FILE TRANSFERS**
  (DSL)
- **ELECTRODE EXTRACTION**
- **TOOL AND DIE, FIXTURES, GAUGES, AND INJECTION MOLD MANUFACTURING**
- **SHORT AND LONG PRODUCTION RUNS**